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Abstract: Considering a coherent microscopy setup, influences of the substrate below the
sample in the imaging performances are studied, with a focus on high refractive index substrate
such as silicon. Analytical expression of 3D full-wave vectorial point spread function, i.e. the
dyadic Green’s function is derived for the optical setup together with the substrate. Numerical
analysis are performed in order to understand and compare magnification, depth of field, and
resolution when using silicon substrate versus the conventional glass substrate or usually modelled
condition of no substrate. Novel insights are generated about the scope of resolution improvement
due to near field effect of the silicon substrate. Importantly, we show that the expected resolution
varies greatly with the position of the sources and the substrate interface relative to the focal
plane. Both better and worse resolution as compared to glass substrate may be expected with
small changes in their positions. Therefore, our studies show that deriving a single indicative
number of expected resolution is neither possible nor judicious for the case of silicon substrate.
© 2020 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement
1. Introduction
Fluorescence microscopy and nanoscopy are perturbative, photo-chemically toxic, and limited in
photon-budget [1–4]. Therefore, label-free imaging is desired and advancements in resolution
and image quality are being prioritized. While classical qualitative label-free imaging techniques
such as bright-field, differential interference contrast, and phase contrast still remain popular,
new array of quantitative label-free techniques are being developed at a rapid pace. Examples
include quantitative phase microscopy [5–12], diffraction tomography and holography [9,12–19],
phase gradient [20–22], ptychography or phase retrieval [18,23,24], etc.
Most of these approaches use computational image reconstruction algorithms custom designed
for the setup. The algorithms in turn require some or other form of mathematical mapping
function which maps the points in the sample to the scalar field distribution in the image region,
often referred to as the point spread function (PSF). Often scalar PSFs are used [7,25,26].
However, 3D full-wave vector point spread function, referred to as dyadic Green’s function
(DGF), have also been considered [27–29]. As compared to the assumption of scalar point
sources in the case of PSF, the DGF maps point dipoles of known orientations to the vectorial
electric field in image region. Due to the assumption of dipole sources, DGF holds additional
potential in comparison to scalar PSF in considering the local polarization effects in the sample
region.
DGFs have been derived and investigated for homogeneous medium in the sample region
[28,29]. DGF of special configurations such as solid immersion lens have also been investigated
[30] and channelized for improving resolution [31] through identification of roles and relative
contributions of different polarizations induced in the sample region [32]. These formulations
neglect one inevitable aspect of microscopy for biological imaging, that is the presence of an
interface due to the resting surface of sample. For example, biological sample is places in a petri
dish, as shown in Fig. 1(a) or on a glass slide. The importance of modeling the interface has
been recognized before, and incoherent point spread functions of optical microscopes have been
derived [33]. When using high numerical aperture (NA) liquid (water or oil) immersion objective
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lens, the refractive index contrast between the glass substrate and the immersion liquid is small,
and therefore the effect on image is negligibly small as verified here in this manuscript. However,
recently photonics based substrates and structures have been used to enhance the near field effects
and achieve better resolution in fluorescence nanoscopy [8,34–38]. Here, we consider the case
where a silicon substrate shown in Fig. 1(b), instead of glass substrate is used for placing the
sample as a first step towards understanding the role of high refractive index substrate on the
near-field effects and consequently on the image in a microscope.
Fig. 1. Sketch of sample region of a microscope with a water immersion objective lens
when samples are (a) in petri dish and (b) on the silicon substrate, respectively.
In order to correctly account for the near-field effects of the silicon substrate on the image,
it is important to use DGF rather than scalar PSF. It is imperative to include the substrate in
the formulation of DGF as an interface that splits the sample region into two half spaces, one
where the dipoles can be present in the immersion medium and the other that corresponds to the
substrate. We do note that there have been works related to layered medium in optical systems [39]
for optical memory and lithography [40] and focusing of lights into stratified medium [41–43].
However, DGF for a microscopy system involving the conventional microscope-objective and
tube lens pair is currently not analysed to the best of our knowledge.
Here, the DGF of the concerned microscopy system is solved by analyzing the reflection and
refraction behaviors of each plane-wave component and integrating all rays reaching the image
region. Based on the closed-form solution of DGF, the lateral and longitudinal resolutions are
studied with various settings. In addition to the conventionally investigated resolution assuming
lateral dipoles [30], we also considered defining and computing resolution for z-polarized dipoles.
This aspect of resolution for z-polarized dipoles is generally considered unamenable to resolution
analysis due to their image being annulus shaped rather than spot-like [29]. Our results present
new exciting insights into the expectations of resolution when using silicon as the substrate,
which turn out to be quite different from glass substrate and are heavily dependent upon the
location of the substrate and the dipole sources with respect to the focal plane. We also find that
such a substrate can support better resolution than glass substrate in selected conditions, and
significantly poorer resolution in other conditions.
2. Setup and notations
Figure 2 presents the schematic diagram and the important notations of the concerned microscopy
system. Taking the optical axis as the z axis, two local coordinate systems are built whose origins
are located at the focal points of the objective region and the image region, respectively. These
regions are respectively created by the objective lens (focused on the sample) and the tube lens
(focused on the camera). The notation of quantities in the objective region employs the subscript
“obj", while quantities in the image region, where camera sensors (scientific CMOS, CCD or
emCCD) are positioned, are subscripted by “cam". Here, the general derivation is being made
for the region close to the image plane and the center of camera pixel is used to represent the
pixel assuming a pixel to be point-like detector. However, generalization to a large pixel or
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optical detector size (such as photodetector or multiphoton diode) can be made by integrating the
computed intensity over the area of the detection element.
In the objective region, Oobj denotes the focal point, nobj the refractive index of the medium
in which sample is kept, kobj the wavenumber, fobj the focal length. r′obj denotes the position of






obj denotes an example observation point
in the objective lens region. Here, r′obj is defined to facilitate the derivation of the DGF and
is not used in the final formulation of DGF. The notations in the image region are similarly
defined. The substrate is modeled as the lower half space and characterized by the position of the
substrate interface zobj = zbobj (i.e., parallel with the x,y plane) and the refractive index nsub. The
angular semiaperture of the objective lens is θmaxobj . Both the objective lens and the tube lens are
represented by Gaussian reference spheres (GRS) [29]. Remark that the vector quantities are
noted in bold and notations with double bars above denote tensors with dimension 3 × 3.
Fig. 2. Optical sketch of aplanatic microscope with a substrate.
3. Solution to dyadic Green’s function
As sketched in Fig. 2, a unit dipole polarized along an arbitrary direction â locates in the
objective region. After reflections by the substrate interface, the emitted waves propagate through
the objective lens and the tube lens, and finally recorded at pixel locations on camera array.



















, which is a 3×3 tensor. The solution to the DGF







































See Supplement 1 for the expression of KTE and KTE. kobj = kxx̂ + kyŷ + kzobjẑ denotes the













are defined as the unit vector of the azimuthal and elevation axis for kobj.
Since we consider a far-field imaging microscope, i.e., the focal length fobj ≫ λobj, only the
far (propagating) fields need to be considered in the integration of 1, i.e., the integral region is
restricted by k2x + k2y ≤ k2obj. With the method of stationary phase [29], the solution of fields
(before the refraction by the objective lens) at any point on the objective lens GRS surface A, as
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ϕ̂obj (A) KTE + θ̂obj (A)KTM
]︁
(3)
Following the sine condition and the intensity law [29], after the refraction by the objective lens









where c1 is a constant, and θAobj, θ
B
cam are the elevation angle of A and B, respectively. The
















where only plane-wave components with the elevation angle smaller than the angular semiaperture
θmaxobj are integrated. See Supplement 1 for the expression of each element of Ḡ.
4. Investigations on resolution
Effects of the half space are studied by setting the refractive index of the lower half space as
nsub = 4.3 (silicon) or 1.52 (glass), while the objective region is with nobj = 1.33 (water) and the
camera sensors are in the air, i.e., ncam = 1. The wavelength in vacuum is chosen as λ = 500
nm and focal length fobj = 1 cm, fcam = 10 cm. The lateral magnification is Mlat = 13.3 (See
Supplement 1 for the derived expression of Mlat). Where not stated explicitly, the NA of the
system is assumed to be 1.
4.1. Investigation of lateral resolution
Here, we investigate the lateral resolution of the setup shown in Fig. 2. Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2
present the quantification of resolution for laterally oriented and longitudinally oriented (i.e.
z-polarized) dipoles. The comparison of lateral resolution for the glass and silicon substrates is
presented in section 4.1.3. Interesting insights with regard to resolution variability in the case of
silicon substrate are also provided.
4.1.1. Lateral resolution for x-polarized or y-polarized dipoles
The (induced) charge of dipoles can have a high variance in the analysis of imaging performance
[45]. To get rid of effects from values of charge, normalization is performed. Considering
electric fields at points r(i)cam, i = 1, . . . , N, the normalized electric fields equal E(r
(i)
cam)/Emax,
Emax = max{|E(r(i)cam)| : i = 1, . . . , N} and the related quantities are denoted by putting
a bar above, i.e., Ē = E/Emax. The normalized field due to two dipoles is computed as
Ē(r(i)cam, r1,′obj) + Ē(r
(i)
cam, r2,′obj), where Ē(r
(i)
cam, rs,′obj) denotes the normalized field due to the s-th
dipole. Thus, the intensity of combined fields may have maximum not equal to 1. The
normalization discussed here applies throughout the article. The silicon substrate is used in the
example settings in Fig. 3.
Imaging resolution is investigated from the intensity values in the image region when two
dipoles are located near the focal point Oobj. Based on the image of two adjacent dipoles, as
sketched by Fig. 3(a), the saddle-to-peak ratio Imin/Imax is computed, where Imax is the maximum
intensity of the combined field and Imin the minimum between two peaks. According to the
modified Rayleigh limit, the resolution is defined as the minimum distance between two dipoles
when the ratio is ≤ 0.735.
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Fig. 3. Definition of lateral resolution for different combinations of dipole orientations.
When the silicon substrate is positioned 500 nm below the focal plane and the dipoles on the
focal plane with Cartesian coordinates [±∆xobj/2, 0, 0], (a) shows the image of two resolvable
x-polarized dipoles. Resolution is defined as the minimum of ∆xobj when Imin/Imax ≤ 0.735.
(b) Image of a z-polarized dipole is an annulus. (c) Image of two unresolvable dipoles,
small intensities between the dipoles due to destructive interference in (e). (d) Image of
resolvable z-polarized dipoles. (f) Sampled intensities along the dashed lines in (d) have
decreased saddle-to-peak ratio with increasing distance between dipoles. (g,h) Images
of the x, z-polarized dipoles indicate that resolution can be quantified from the sampled
intensities along the dash-dotted lines. The fact that the saddle-to-peak ratio decreases with
the increasing distance between the two dipoles in (i) leads to the applicability of modified
Rayleigh limit for quantifying resolution. For the reference of the reader, the conventional
value of resolution in the incoherent case, given by Abbe is λ/(2NA) = 250 nm.
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4.1.2. Lateral resolution for z-polarized dipoles
The aforementioned criterion is based on the assumption that the image of a dipole is spot-like.
This is true for x-polarized and y-polarized dipoles. However, as shown by Fig. 3(b), the image
of a z-polarized dipole is an annulus, which makes the above method for quantifying resolution
inapplicable. We consider potential solution for defining resolution in the situation where at least
one of the dipoles is z-polarized. Two cases are considered, both the dipoles directed towards ẑ
and one of them directed to x̂. The y-polarized dipoles are not considered due to similar behavior
with x-polarized dipoles and straightforward generalizability.
Case 1: Two z-polarized dipoles Two dipoles are placed at (−∆xobj/2, 0, 0) and (∆xobj/2, 0, 0),
respectively. In Fig. 3(c), we consider the situation when two z-polarized dipoles are separated
by distance ∆xobj = 0.7λ (i.e., 350 nm). Even though the image of each dipole independently
looks like an annulus, the image of two dipoles in vicinity is not a superimposition of two annuli.
Small intensities in the region between the dipoles are due to destructive interferences. Along
the x axis, we determined that the intensity value is mainly contributed from the real part of
the x-component of electric fields, denoted by Ex, which is plotted in Fig. 3(e). One observes
that destructive interference occurs due to the opposite signs of ℜ(Ex) in the region between the
dipoles.
As the distance ∆xobj is increased, the signature of two dipoles becomes quite evident even
though the image still does not look like a simple super-imposition of two annuli. Figure 3(d)
shows the image when ∆xobj = λ. Based on the observations in Fig. 3(f), we propose that the
resolvability of two z-polarized dipoles separated along x-axis can be inferred using the intensity
profile along the line defined by zcam = 0 and ycam = ±ypeakcam , as shown by the dash-dotted line in
Fig. 3(d). Here, ypeakcam is the distance of the peak values of intensities along y axis to the center of
the annulus and can be numerically determined. Figure 3(f) shows the variation of the sampled
intensities when the two dipoles are moved further from each other along this line for the example
configuration used in this paper. The decreased saddle-to-peak ratio with the increasing distance
between the emitters reveals that the modified Rayleigh limit computed over the line defined by
zcam = 0 and ycam = ±ypeakcam can now be used for quantifying the resolution for the case of two
z-polarized dipoles.
Case 2: One x- and one z-polarized dipoles: Images of the situation when a x-polarized
dipole and a z-polarized are presented in the sample region are shown in Figs. 3(g,h). As seen,
the only indicator of the presence of two dipoles is the asymmetry in the intensity profile in
Fig. 3(g) whereas the presence of two dipoles is evident from the intensity profile in Fig. 3(h).
Considering that the image of a z-polarized dipole is an annulus and not a spot, the observations
for quantifying the resolution are taken along a line segment that starts at the center of the
annulus and extends beyond the peak corresponding to the other dipole, such as shown using
the dash-dotted lines in Figs. 3(g,h). This is contrary to considering a line segment that passes
through both of the dipoles in the case of only x-polarized or y-polarized dipoles as well as
considering a line that passes through the peak of annuli parallel to the locations of dipole in
the case of two z-polarized dipoles. As shown in Fig. 3(i), as the distance ∆xobj increases, the
initially merged peak splits into two peaks and the saddle-to-peak ratio decreases. The modified
Rayleigh limit can therefore be applied. However, it is important to remark that the location of
peaks of sampled intensities does not correspond to the accurate position of dipoles.
4.1.3. Comparison of resolution for silicon and glass substrates
Since x-polarized and y-polarized dipoles behave similarly (see Supplement 1), we focus on the 4
representative cases for studying lateral resolution. These are with polarizations {p1 = x̂, p2 = x̂},
{p1 = x̂, p2 = ŷ}, {p1 = ẑ, p2 = ẑ}, and {p1 = x̂, p2 = ẑ}, where pi is the direction of the i-th
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dipole, i = 1, 2. The second case is due to the fact that it may have significantly higher resolution
than the first case.
Setting the positions of dipoles are (−∆xobj/2, 0, z′obj) and (∆xobj/2, 0, z
′
obj), the modified
Rayleigh limit is obtained by increasing ∆xobj with the step 0.02λ and taking the minimal ∆xobj
when the saddle-to-peak ratio is ≤ 0.735. We assume that two dipoles have the distance to the
focal plane less than or equal to λ and the substrate interface is below the focal plane up to 2λ, i.e.
zbobj ∈ (0,−2λ]. The results without the presence of half space are also included for comparisons.
The estimated resolution in Fig. 4 is quantified in λ. The region bounded by white dashed
lines and filled with black represents the non-physical condition when the dipoles are below the
substrate interface and therefore not applicable for study. The estimated resolutions with the
glass substrate are presented in Figs. 4(e-h). Due the small refractive index difference with water,
the variation of resolution follows the similar phenomena with the situation when no presence of
the substrate (the associated results in Fig. 4(j)). The common observations consistent between
the no-substrate and glass-substrate are presented here. In particular, we report the observations
related to the resolution in the four cases when the z-location of the dipoles is changed. The
resolution tends to be better when the two x-polarized dipoles and the x, z-polarized dipoles
get closer to the focal plane. For the two z-polarized dipoles, the estimated resolutions range
from 0.86λ to 0.9λ. The resolution for the x, y-polarized dipoles is a constant, except the cases
which provide strong evidences for the dependency on the distance between the dipoles and the
substrate interface. Moreover, for all considered settings of z′obj and z
b
obj, the x, y-polarized two
dipoles are imaged with the best resolution.
As seen from Figs. 4(a-d), the above-mentioned traits also appear with the silicon substrate.
Examples are indicated by the dashed lines in Figs. 4(a,c,d). However, the high contrast of
silicon (relative to water) leads to more complex trends. For instance, the resolution of the two
x-polarized dipoles only has small variations when
|︁|︁|︁z′obj|︁|︁|︁ ≤ 0.4λ, but is very sensitive to the
position of substrate when the dipoles are moved further (see Visualization 1). Irrespective of the
dipole polarization, the microscope with the silicon substrate shows a larger range of resolution
than with the glass substrate. Interestingly, it can achieve higher resolutions for the best cases.
Examples are given in Figs. 4(m,n), where the two x-polarized dipoles are not well separated in
the images without the substrate but are clearly distinguishable using the silicon substrate.
The estimations in Fig. 4 also reveal that samples on the focal plane may have lower-resolution
images than those off the plane depending upon the position of the interface. Figures 4(k,l)
show that the non-resolvable x-polarized dipoles on the focal plane becomes resolvable when the
dipoles are on the plane 0.6λ lower.
4.2. Investigations related to longitudinal resolution
Here, we investigate longitudinal aspects imaging, including depth of field (section 4.2.1), longi-
tudinal magnification (section 4.2.2), and lastly longitudinal resolution (section 4.2.3). Attention
to comparison of silicon and glass substrates is given. Both the longitudinal magnification and
the resolution provide surprising results for the silicon substrate, which are discussed in detail.
4.2.1. Depth of field (DOF)
Depth of field is investigated by moving the position of a dipole along the optical axis. The
substrate interface is assumed at the plane zbobj = −2 µm. As shown in Figs. 3(a,b), the image of
a dipole at the focal point is a focused spot or an annulus with small side lobes. When the dipoles
have the distance of 1.5λ to the focal plane, as presented in Figs. 5(a,c), the images become out
of focus with high side lobes. We note also that the peak intensity is decreased as light spreads
wider. We sample the intensities along the y axis since higher slide lobes are observed along the
y axis than x axis for the x-polarized dipole. For the silicon substrate, Figs. 5(b,d) are obtained by
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Fig. 4. Study of lateral resolution by varying the position of dipoles and the substrate.
Undefined cases when dipoles are below the substrate are labeled with “na". Figures (a-d)
are obtained with the silicon substrate and (e-h) are with the glass substrate. Four sets of
dipole polarization are considered for each substrate. Cases on the dashed lines are examples
of the observation that the lateral resolution is much impacted by the distance between the
dipole and the substrate surface. (i) explains the involved notations. (j) gives results without
substrate. (k-m) are examples showing effects from the vertical position of the dipoles and
the position of the silicon substrate. (m,n) show that higher resolution is reached with the
presence of silicon substrate in the sample region.
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varying the position of x and z dipoles, respectively. Similarly, for the glass substrate, Figs. 5(e,f)
present the results obtained by shifting the x and z dipoles, respectively. Despite the polarization
and the substrate material, the peak values, which are the intensities along the dashed lines, tend
to decrease when the dipole moves further from the focal plane. Since small peak values indicate
defocused images, FWHM (full width at half maximum) of the line graphs is used to qualitatively
measure the depth of field.
Fig. 5. Comparison of depth of field for silicon and glass substrates. With the silicon
substrate 2 µm below the focal plane, (a) gives an example of defocused image of the
x-polarized dipole which is with coordinates [0, 0, 1.5λ]. (b) observations along y axis with
varied vertical positions of the dipole, the peak intensity tends to decreases when the dipole
moves further from focal plane. (c,d) present results for the z-polarized dipole and (e,f)
shows when the medium of substrate is glass. (g,h) show the variation of FWHM of the lines
of peak values with increasing numerical aperture (NA) and varied position of substrate.
The above results are with NA= 1. Keeping the immersion medium as water, the effects of
numerical aperture is studied by varying the angular semiaperture. As seen from Fig. 5(g), the
DOF reduces with the increasing NA. We also note that even though the DOF is usually reported
as a single number, the sensitivity to the polarization of the dipole is not often reported such
as done here. The variation of DOF when using glass or silicon substrate is not significant
in Fig. 5(g). The x-polarized dipole generally have smaller DOF than the z-polarized dipole.
Figure 5(h) shows the sensitivity of the DOF to the location of the distances of the interface from
the focus. We note a certain oscillatory behaviour of the value of DOF, which is more prominent
in the case of silicon as compared to the glass substrate.
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4.2.2. Longitudinal magnification
Supplement 1 provides the derivation of lateral and longitudinal magnification. The general
derivation of longitudinal resolution employs paraxial approximation and neglects reflections
from the substrate, which may be not valid. Based on the derived formula of Eq. (S13), we have
the longitudinal magnification Mlon = 133 for the concerned situation, i.e., water immersion
and fcam/fobj = 10. However, this estimation is strongly deviant from the numerical estimations
in Fig. 6, which are obtained by putting a x-polarized dipole at [0, 0, z′obj] and identifying the
location of maximum intensity. Since NA= 1, the paraxial approximation is invalid. Without
the substrate, the estimations show that Mlon is a constant and equals 159.6 when
|︁|︁|︁z′obj|︁|︁|︁ ≤ 0.9λ.
The presence of the substrate has great impact on the longitudinal magnification. With the glass
substrate, strongly fluctuated estimations are obtained when the dipole is close to the focal plane
and the magnification ranges from 63.84 to 255.36. With the silicon substrate, the variation
extent is even larger. Since the location of the optical detector is fixed and generally matched to
the focal plane of the tube lens, this observation may not have significant practical implications
in the current microscopy system designs. However, this observation can be very interesting and
even exploitable if measurements are taken by axially shifting the optical detector.
Fig. 6. Comparison of longitudinal magnification for different substrates. (a)When
NA= 1 and
|︁|︁|︁z′obj|︁|︁|︁ ≤ 0.9λ, the longitudinal magnification is estimated as 159.6. (b) With
the glass substrate, the estimated magnification has strong fluctuations with the position of
the substrate when
|︁|︁|︁z′obj|︁|︁|︁ ≤ 0.2λ. Undefined cases (i.e. the dipoles below the substrate or
z′obj = 0) are marked “na”. (c) Estimations with silicon substrate.
4.2.3. Longitudinal resolution for silicon and glass substrates
The longitudinal resolution is studied by putting two dipoles at the optical axis but separated by
distance ∆zobj, which is increased from 0 by the step 0.02λ. When zbobj< − ∆zobj, the two dipoles
are assumed with z coordinates −∆zobj/2 and ∆zobj/2, respectively. Otherwise, the z coordinates
equal zbobj and z
b
obj + ∆zobj to ensure two dipoles are above the substrate. Figures 7(a-d) show
the variation of saddle-to-peak ratio with the increasing distance between dipoles and the varied
position of the substrate. The ratio is set as 1 when the two dipoles cannot be clearly distinguished.
This may happen in two cases, first if the image of the two dipoles appears as a single spot and
second if the electric fields due to the two dipoles interfere such that the side lobes are quite
prominent. As seen, the position of the glass substrate has little impact to imaging (witnessed as
hardly any variation along the vertical axis in Figs. 7(a,b)) but greater influence of the position of
the interface is observed when the silicon substrate is used.
For the results of x, y-polarized dipoles shown in Figs. 7(a,c), the ratio monotonically decreases
as the distance between dipoles is larger with the glass substrate. However, for the x, x-polarized
dipoles, the saddle-to-peak ratio shows oscillatory behaviors which can make the two dipoles
unresolvable even when the distance is larger than the modified Rayleigh limit, which is determined
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Fig. 7. Investigation of longitudinal resolution. (a,c) Variation of saddle-to-peak ratio
with increasing distance between the x, y-polarized dipoles and different positions of the
substrate interface. The dashed lines indicate the modified Rayleigh limit. (b,d) show the
variation of saddle-to-peak ratio for the two x-polarized dipoles. Sampling the ratios for
the situation when zbobj = −λ, (e) reveals that the oscillatory behaviors of saddle-to-peak
ratio is accompanied with the fluctuations of the peak intensity. As shown in (f,g), the 1st
minimum in (e) is due to destructive inference and the spot locations mismatch the positions
of the dipoles. (j) shows the image corresponding with the 3rd minimum, where the peak
intensity is large and the spot locations indicate the position of the dipoles. (i) reveals that
when ∆zobj = 3.6λ, the mirror-image of the 2nd dipole is distinguished and three spots are
observed with the silicon substrate. (h) Due to the small refractive index contrast for glass
substrate, the mirror-image of the 2nd dipole contributes small intensities.
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by the threshold of 0.735. The oscillatory behaviors have been reported before [46,47] and
explained by observing the intensity at the focal point of the image region. Detailed explanations
are given in Supplement 1.
Figure 7(e) includes plots of two different quantities. Plots in black indicate the saddle to peak
ratios from Figs. 7(b,d) at the line section shown in Fig. 7(b), which corresponds to zbobj = −λ.
Plots in orange indicate the peak intensity seen in the image of the two dipoles in the x − z plane
as a function of ∆zobj/λ when the interface is at zbobj = −λ. In Fig. 7(e), we see that the oscillatory
behaviors of saddle-to-peak ratio are accompanied with the fluctuations of the peak intensity,
which is related with the image contrast. Figure 7(f) shows the image of the two x-polarized
dipoles, the locations of which correspond to the first minimum when the dipoles are separated
by distance 0.44λ. Although two spots are seen, the peak intensity is very small and the positions
of spots mismatch the positions of dipoles. This phenomenon is explained from observations
of the sampled electric fields along the dashed line. Figure 7(g) describes the real part of the
x component of electric fields. The fields behave as modulated sinusoids with a high (spatial)
frequency. The explanation of such phenomenon is given in Supplement 1. The electric fields
due to the two dipoles interfere destructively, as seen in Fig. 7(g). Consequently, a minimum
amplitude is observed between the dipoles and leads to the resolvability. However, it should
be noted that the positions of the peak values are shifted. In contrast, when the separation is
increased as 2.22λ, as shown by Fig. 7(j), the peak intensity is much larger and we can distinguish
the locations of the dipoles.
Another interesting case in Fig. 7(e) is the situation of ∆zobj = 3.6λ. In this case, the value of
saddle-to-peak ratio with the glass substrate indicates two resolvable x-polarized dipoles, the
image of which shown in Fig. 7(h). Using the silicon substrate, the ratio is estimated as 1 since
there are three spot-like patterns and we may mistakenly conclude that three sources are placed
in the objective. This phenomenon is due to the presence of the distinguishable mirror image of
the 2nd dipole, as illustrated in Fig. 7(i) (also Visualization 2). The reflection by the substrate is
electromagnetically equivalent to the emission by a mirror-image dipole [48]. The positions of
the mirror-image dipole and the corresponding true dipole are symmetric about the substrate
interface. The 1st dipole in Fig. 7(i) also has a mirror image, which is just merged with the image
of the true dipole as a single spot. With the glass substrate, due to its small refractive index
contrast with the immersion medium, the reflection by the substrate is weak. As a result, the
mirror images have small intensities and are likely to be treated as weak side lobes.
A final observation is derived when observing Figs. 7(a-d) together with the DOF values
seen in Fig. 5(h), we see that the regions where the saddle-to-peak ratios are less than 0.735
consistently are also the regions outside the DOF. In other words, resolution of two axially
separated dipoles should not be expected if they are within the DOF and is not useful outside the
DOF due to small intensities in the image field.
5. Conclusion
The dyadic Green’s function (DGF) is solved as multiple Sommerfeld integrals. Our formulation
includes the effect of reflections from the substrate over which the sample rests as well as
realistically high numerical aperture for high NA water immersion systems. This allows us to
emulate the 3D full-field effects and thereby more accurately study the resolution and the other
effects, especially as a consequence of using high refractive index substrate such as silicon.
The lateral resolution is found dependent on the polarization of dipoles and also the position of
the substrate interface in the case of silicon substrate. It is also demonstrated that such variation
can be neglected when using glass substarte because of small refractive index contrast with
water medium. It is also noted that simply using a high refractive index substrate can alter the
range of resolution significantly. Our results clearly indicate the potential of having signficantly
superior resolution: ∼ 0.5λ for a pair of x- and y-polarized dipoles when using silicon substrate,
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as compared to ∼ 0.6λ for glass substrate (corresponding to a significant 50 nm improvement for
λ = 500 nm). Yet, for the same dipole orientations, depending upon the distance between them
and the with respect to the interface, the resolution may be as poor as ∼ 1.1λ as compared to
the poorest resolution for glass surface ∼ 0.66λ. Therefore, caution is preferred while making
conclusions on resolution when using high refractive index substrates and structures. On the
contrary, the effect of high refractive index substrate on DOF is not quite significant.
For a pair of axially separated x-polarized dipoles, the mirror images of the dipoles created due
to the high refractive index contrast between the substrate and the medium can be significantly
strong and lead to misconclusions on the number of dipoles or their resolvability. Further, the
resolution of such dipoles is possible beyond the DOF, where their resolution may be not be
useful anyway.
We expect that this analysis and the full-field derivation of DGF will open new avenues for
exploring high refractive index materials as substrates for use in coherent microscopy, and at the
same time set reasonable expectations about the prospects of using such materials.
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